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ABSTRACT: This paper deals with some points about the translator and contents of a
Chinese Buddhist scripture, the Chengju guangming jing. It analyses the links between
some historical figures and this scripture, scrutinizes passages of the text closely
similar to those of other scriptures, and clears some doubts over the credibility of its
translation. In doing so, it is hoped that a better understanding of the authenticity
of the text in general and a reliable ascription of translatorship of the scripture in
particular can be established.

INTRODUCTION
The Chengju guangming sanmei jing (成具光明三昧經, ‘Sūtra of Achieving the Bright
Light Concentration’, T 15, no. 630, hereafter CGSJ), also known as Chengju guangming dingyi jing (成具光明定意經) or Chengju guangming jing (成具光明經), is a
Chinese Buddhist scripture traditionally believed to be a translation of Zhi Yao
(支曜, an Indo-Scythian active in China c. 184–9) in the Later Han dynasty (25–
220 CE). No Indic original of this scripture has been found so far, and a reconstructed Sanskrit title would be something like Prabhāsa-samādhi-sedhayati Sūtra
or Prabhāsa-samādhi-sādhayati Sūtra. The text, having only one fascicle, starts with
a marvellous scene of the Buddha’s audience, which causes a youth to want to
invite the Buddha and his followers to a meal. Worrying about a shortage of food,
though, he hesitates to speak. The Buddha reads his mind and comes to his rescue
by preaching to him of the great power of a Buddha. After the meal, the youth,
who is called Shan Ming (善明, ‘Understands Well’), asks the Buddha about the
	.	The text has no connection with the Suvarṇa-prabhāsa Sūtra, which is one of the nine Vaipulya texts; although their titles partially resemble each other, they have completely different
subject matters. The Suvarṇa-prabhāsa Sūtra was translated into Chinese three times, as the Jin
guangming jing (金光明經), 4 fascicles, T. 16, no. 663, pp. 335b–358b, the Hebu jin guangming jing
(合部金光明經), 8 fascicles, T. 16, no. 664, pp. 359c–402a, and the Jin guangming zuishengwang jing
(金光明最勝王經), 10 fascicles, T. 16, no. 665, pp. 403a–456c.
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practices which enabled him to gain such spiritual achievement and supernatural
powers. The Buddha’s answer is that he should practice the six perfections and
the ‘samādhi of Bright Light’ (Guangming sanmei). The text goes on to discus the
contents of the six perfections and appropriate moral and ethical instructions for
various classes of the laity who want to attain the samādhi. Yet, in no place does
the text provide a description of the nature and contents of this samādhi.
Compared to other Buddhist scriptures belonging to the early era of Mahāyāna
Buddhism, the CGSJ has received much less attention in the academic world.
There are only a couple of studies which have touched on a few aspects of this
text. In two of his articles, E. Zürcher treats the CGSJ as one of the twenty-nine
Han translations. Jan Nattier has noted that, in his second article, Zürcher (1991,
299) showed less certainty about the authenticity of the text by remarking that
it was merely ‘attributed to Zhi Yao’. She shares his doubt by pointing out one
doctrinal issue. She writes ‘it is difficult to imagine that such an exegesis of the
word dhyāna – focusing not on meditative practices but on worldly social relations – could have been penned by an Indian author’.
In the following, I address the question of the authenticity of the received version of the scripture by presenting observations on some other features of the
text, and also re-examine Zürcher and Nattier’s doubts.
THE CGSJ IN THE BUDDHIST CATALOGUES
As can be seen from Shi Sengyou’s (釋僧祐, 445–518) catalogue, which incorporated
that of Shi Dao-an (釋道安, 312-386), Dao-an marked the translations of which the
translators were uncertain to him in two ways: either mentioning explicitly that
‘it was an anonymous translation’ or saying that ‘it looks like a text translated by’
so-and-so, which is rather like an attribution. But, in the case of the CGSJ, Dao-an
showed as much certainty about its translator as he did about other translations
he was sure of, and noted that the text was translated by Zhi Yao. This is shared
by all later catalogues and biographical sources concerning Zhi Yao. Thus as far
as the catalogues are concerned, Zürcher’s doubt seems ungrounded.
	. Zürcher (1977, 177–203; 1991, 277–300). To my knowledge, there seems to be no specific treatment of this text in Japanese.
	. Nattier (2003, 233, n.102). I am grateful to Professor T. H. Barrett (of the School of Oriental and
African Studies, London) for drawing my attention to Nattier’s article and to several references, for
lending me the aforementioned journal, and for his comments on earlier versions of this paper.
	.	The Chu sanzang jiji (出三藏記集), T. 55, pp. 6c, 15a, 96a.
	. Gaoseng zhuan, T. 50, p. 324c; Zhongjing mulu (眾經目錄) A, T. 55, p. 117c; Lidai sanbao ji, T. 49,
pp. 34a, 53c; Datang neidian lu (大唐內典錄), T. 55, p. 224b, 316c; Zhongjing mulu B, T. 55, p.151c
(in another place, i.e. p. 175c, it states ‘by the Later Han Zhi Qian’, which obviously is an error
resulting from carelessness); Kaiyuan shijiao lu (開元釋教錄), T. 55, p. 482c, 601b, 686b, 709a–b;
Dazhou kanding zhongjing mulu (大周刊定眾經目錄), T. 55, p. 398b, 646b; Zhenyuan xinding shijiao
mulu (貞元新定釋教目錄), T. 55, p. 779c, 932c; Gujin yijing tuji (古今譯經圖紀), T. 55, p. 350a.
However, unlike the rest of the catalogues which mention that the CGSJ is in one fascicle, the
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Another translation entitled Guangming sanmei jing (光明三昧經, ‘Sūtra of the
Bright Light Concentration’, hereafter GSJ) is also recorded by all the catalogues
and attributed to Zhi Chen (支谶, Lokakṣema). However, in Sengyou’s work, the
references to this text appear confusing. In one place he mentions that the text
was translated by Zhi Chen and was not recorded by Dao-an – which is confirmed
by the Lidai sanbao ji – but in another passage he uses Dao-an’s words, stating that
‘it looks like a text translated by Zhi Chen’. Yet, in another place, he obviously
considers that this text and the CGSJ were one and the same by saying that there
were two translations of the CGSJ, one made by Zhi Chen, the other by Zhi Yao.
This is also implied by the fact that, in his catalogue, all the materials related to
Zhi Chen mention only that he translated a text entitled GSJ but not the CGSJ. It
seems to be understandable why Sengyou took the CGSJ and the GSJ as two different translations of the one scripture since their titles are similar, both of them
suggesting that the samādhi of ‘Bright Light’ is the subject.
With regard to information on the availability of the two translations, the
catalogues are divided into two opinions: namely, the Chu sanzang jiji and Fajing’s
Zhongjing mulu (completed in 594) contain information on both translations without mentioning their availability, but all later catalogues state that the CGSJ was
translated because the GSJ had been missing. The absence of the GSJ is formally
attested by later catalogues while listing the texts that were included in the canons of their times.10 A modern study shows that of the two translations, Zhi Yao’s
CGSJ was the only one included in the printed canon on which modern editions
are based.11 This is proven to be true by the catalogues’ silence about the circulation of the GSJ.

Xu datang neidian lu (續大唐內典錄) says it has four fascicles (T. 55, p. 347b) and the Gujin yijing
tuji records it as having two fascicles (T. 55, p. 350a).
	.	The majority of the remaining catalogues agree on this (see Lidai sanbao ji, T. 49, p. 53a; Zhongjing
mulu, T. 55, p. 116a; Datang neidian lu, T. 55, p. 223c; Kaiyuan shijiao lu, T. 55, p. 478c, etc.). However, Lü Cheng (呂澂 1984, 306) suggests that this attribution is a mistake of record, that is to
say that Lokakṣema might have never translated a text called Guangming sanmei jing.
	. Chu sanzang jiji, T. 55, p. 6b; Lidai sanbao ji, T. 49, p. 53a.
	. Chu sanzang jiji, T. 55, p. 15a.
	.	T. 55, pp. 6c, 6b, 15a, 116a, 122b; T. 49, p. 111b; T. 55, pp. 175c, 213b, 932c, 631b, 965a.
10. T. 49, p. 111b; T. 55, pp. 304b, 398b, 443c, 450b, 478c, 601b, 631b, 686b, 709a–b. Paul Harrison
(1993) has combed through the translations of Zhi Chen and the Guangming sanmei jing is not
listed.
11.	There were many collections of Buddhist translations which were also called canons in different parts of China before the Tang persecution of Buddhism lasting from 843 to 846, but
after the event, the catalogues of pre-Tang translations used for editing the canons in Chinese
territories are said to have been derived from a section of Shi Zhisheng’s Kaiyuan shijiao lu.
This tendency was also reflected in the tenth century Dunhuang area where Daoxuan’s (道宣,
596–667) catalogue had been always preferred (see Fang Guangchang 1991, 79, 96–106, 160, 231,
233–7, 243; and 1997, vol. 1, 26–8, 203–4, 214, 552).
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EARLY references to THE CGSJ
Dao-an and the text
According to the sources associated with this text, Dao-an was the earliest
recorded to have read this text. Dao-an’s biography informs us that he memorized the text in the space of one day while still working in the fields. Accordingly,
his teacher was impressed by his memory and sent him to take full ordination.
Soon afterwards he was also allowed to go out to seek further guidance from
other masters.12 Although it is not clear when he left his teacher, all the sources
concerning him agree that he became a disciple of Fotu Cheng (佛圖澄, 310–348
in China). Equally unclear is when he started the pupil–teacher relationship with
Fotu Cheng. Fo’s death took place in 348,13 so Dao-an must have read the text
before that year.
In Dao-an’s biography it is also mentioned that the CGSJ which his teacher
gave to him was ‘less than ten thousand words’ (減萬言).14 Excluding the words
of the title and the phrase on the translator, the Korean edition of the text has
9,812 graphs. If we add those additional graphs found in the editions of all other
old Chinese editions, the graph number is 9,883. Either count corresponds to the
phrase ‘less than ten thousand words’.
The earliest biographical source about Dao-an may have been Sun Chuo’s (孫
綽, c. 339–97) ‘Treatise on Famous and Virtuous Monks’ (名德沙門論) in which
Dao-an was the first author talked about.15 But since the treatise was lost, we do
not know if the story of Dao-an’s reading the CGSJ was included. Therefore, his
biography can only be taken as being as early as when it was compiled by Sengyou
some time prior to 518. In other words, the above account can only show that, in
terms of length, the present version of the CGSJ can only be dated back to 518.
Xi Chao 郗超 (336–77) and the text
The second person who definitely read the CGSJ was a lay devotee named Xi
Chao because he made use of the text in his Fengfa yao (奉法要, ‘Essentials of
Practising the Dharma’, hereafter FY). Zürcher provided a full translation of this
purely Buddhist treatise (1959, vol. 1, 164–76), but failed to identify some phrases
which were actually borrowed or rephrased from to the CGSJ. His failure was
later pointed out by Kenneth Ch’en (1963, 82, 85), although he too overlooked
one phrase.
12. Chu sanzang jiji, T. 55, p. 108a; Gaoseng zhuan, T. 50, p. 351c, p. 383b; Lidai sanbao ji, T. 49, p. 76b.
13. Gaoseng zhuan, T. 50, p. 386c. For a study of Dao-an’s life, see Tang Yongtong (1991, 192–228). For
an English translation of his biography, see Link (1958).
14. See Chu sanzang jiji, T. 55, p. 108a; Gaoseng zhuan, T. 50, p. 351c; Lidai sanbao ji, T. 49, p. 76b.
15. See the quotation in the Chu sanzang jiji, T. 55, p. 109a–b.
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Xi Chao quoted three passages from the CGSJ, which are as follows:
(1) FY (T. 52, p. 87c): 成具經曰: 彼以四過加己, 則覺知口之失也, 報以善言和
語, 至誠不 飾, ‘The Sūtra of Chengju states that when others insult one
through the four vices of the mouth [cursing, lying, etc], one should realise and understand the vices of the mouth. In return one should [speak]
good words and amicable language, and be extremely honest with no
pretence’.
CGSJ (T. 15, p. 453a): 口行者, 謂 彼若 以四過加己, 則而 覺知口之失也, 報以
善言和語, 至誠不飾. ‘With regard to the act of the mouth, that is to say,
if others…’
The bold Chinese characters in the CGSJ’s passage are not found in Xi Chao’s one.
But they are only a matter of style and make no changes to the meaning of the
passage.
(2) FY (T. 52, p. 88a): 成具又云: 福者，有苦、 有盡、 有煩勞、 有往還。, ‘the
Chengju also says that happiness has its pain, has its end, has its toil, has
its going and returning’ (Zürcher’s translation, p. 171).
CGSJ (T. 15, p. 458a): 夫 福者，有盡、有苦、有往來、有煩勞。, ‘As for
happiness, it has end, has pains, has going and returning, and has toil’.
Apart from lacking the bold character ‘夫’, Xi Chao also differentiates his passage
from that of CGSJ by re-ordering the features of the ‘happiness’. But as in the previous quotation, both differences contribute no change to the meaning.
(3) FY (T. 52, p. 88b): 經稱: 處或樂之地, 覺必苦之對。, ‘[a] sūtra says that [the
Buddha] dwells in a place of delusive joy but realises a way to end sufferings.
CGSJ (T. 15, p. 451c): 如來辦者……處計常之中, 而知無常之諦; 居或樂之地,
則覺必苦之對。, ‘What the Thus-come is able to do is that he is situated
in (a world) regarded [by ordinary beings] as permanent but knows the
reality of impermanence; staying in a place of delusive joy but realises
a way to end sufferings.
Although Xi Chao did not mention the name of the sūtra from which his passage
was quoted, the same meanings and almost identical themes of these two passages suggest that by the word jing/sūtra, he may well have meant the CGSJ. This
speculation is justified by Shi Sengzhao’s (釋僧肇, c. 374–414) acknowledged borrowing of the same passage (see below).
In addition to the above three quotations, Xi Chao seems to have also borrowed one idea and rephrased one passage from the CGSJ without mentioning
their sources.16 Both of them are found in one passage presenting the discipli16. Kenneth Ch’en also suggested that in Xi Chao’s text the phrase 去香花脂粉之飾 was borrowed
from the CGSJ’s 除脂粉之飾 (1963, 82; T. 52, p. 86b; T. 15, p. 453a, 457b). This is unlikely to be
true, for although in both the CGSJ and Xi Chao’s texts this instruction is made as a part of
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nary rule of abstaining from drinking alcohol. He wrote, ‘fifth, [one should] not
drink alcohol, nor make a present of alcohol’ (五者不飲酒,不得以酒為惠施).17 In
the CGSJ, two items of the instruction designed for lay practitioners reads, ‘ninth,
[one] should not get drunk. Tenth, [one] should not make alcohol as a present’
(九者不醉。十者不以酒為惠施).18 The only difference between these two passages
is their first part: bu yinjiu (不飲酒, ‘not to drink alcohol’) in the first, buzui (不醉,
‘not to get drunk’) in the second. Although these two phrases are semantically
different from each other, some other early translations do show that the rule
‘of abstaining from drinking alcohol’ (不飲酒) was also translated as ‘buzui’.19 This
may indicate that these two passages are related. Indeed, the fact that the CGSJ
was the only scripture in the present canon that contains such advice so worded
does not rule out that there might have been a text containing the exact sentence but which was lost in transmission, but considering that Xi Chao explicitly
quoted the CGSJ twice, it is not impossible that Xi Chao’s passage on drink was
rephrased from the CGSJ as well.
Finally, Xi Chao’s text has one further passage close to one found in the CGSJ.
Xi Chao’s passage reads as follows: ‘What is non-killing? [It is that one] should
always commiserate with all crawling creatures, never harm them, even [when
one is] in a difficult and urgent situation. Whatever creature is in danger, [one]
should try one’s best to rescue it, and put it back where it belongs – land or water’
(何謂不殺?常當矜愍一切蠕動之類,雖在困急終不害彼。凡眾生厄難皆當盡心營救,隨
其水陸各令得所).20 In the CGSJ a passage explaining the ‘great precept’ (廣戒) has
it, ‘by bodily action, [it means] if seeing any creatures [including] the wriggling
and the crawling, [one should], feeling sympathy and sorrow, set them free and
let them live, and return them to water and land and leave them in peace’ (身行
者,若見一切眾生,蚑行蠕動,愍而哀傷,縱而活之,隨其水陸還而安之).21 A passage of a
observations for female devotees, they are not spoken of for the same occasion. In fact, Xi
Chao’s context is the same as that of the Zengyi ahan jing (T. 2, p. 625c), that is, both texts talk of
this observation in the context of instruction on how to observe the eight precepts on posadha
days.
17. Hongming ji, T. 52, p. 86b.
18.	T. 15, p. 457a. The second sentence was quoted by an anonymously authored Zhengwu lun (正
誣論) for which internal evidence suggests it may have been written no early than the beginning of the fourth century: 佛經云: 不以酒為惠施 (see Hongming ji, T. 52, p. 8c). The idea that a
devotee cannot offer alcohol to others can also be seen in the Banzhou sanmei jing (般舟三昧經),
T. 13, p. 910b.
19. For instance, see Fajing jing, T. 12, p. 16c–17a; Fan Moyu jing (梵摩渝經), T. 1, p. 886a; Liudu jijing
(六度集經), T. 3, pp. 12b, 52a, and so on.
20. Fengfa yao, T. 52. p. 86b.
21.	T. 15, p. 453a. As far as the passage itself is concerned, it appears that it may have been inspired
by one passage in a much earlier Chinese indigenous text, the Xinyu (新語) of Lu Jia (陸賈,
c. 216–172 BCE). A passage in this text reads, ‘… not to miss any seasons, not to violate things’
natures, not to hide their characteristics, not to cover their false appearances. Therefore, one
will understand Heaven (by) looking up at the patterns of the sky, and understand the earth
by examining below, at the signs of the earth. To the sorts of wriggling and jumping (creatures), flying and crawling insects, and the kinds that are terrestrial and that walk on dry land,
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similar nature is noted in the context of the ‘great giving’ (廣布施) in the Jianbei
yiqie zhide jing (漸備一切智德經), 22 whereas in both the CGSJ and Xi Chao’s text it
is discussed under the topic of precepts. Again, for the same reason that Xi Chao
made use of the CGSJ several times, it is highly probable that his passage was
modelled on that of the CGSJ rather than of the Jiebei yiqie zhide jing.
Zhou Dang and the text
The third person who is said to have regularly recited the CGSJ was a southern
Buddhist by the name of Zhou Dang (周璫). We know this from the Mingxiang ji
(冥祥記), of a Qi dynasty author Wang Yan (王琰, b. c. 454), of which only a few
stories are preserved in the form of quotations (Campany 1996, 82–3). A story
about him is quoted in the Fayuan zhulin (法苑珠林) and the Taiping guangji (太平
廣記). The start of the story reads:23
Zhou Dang of the Jin was a man from Shan [county] of Kuaiji [prefecture]. His family believed in the [Buddha-]Dharma for generations. From
the age of sixteen, Dang adopted a vegetarian diet, observed posadha and
chanted the Chengju (晉周璫者,會稽剡人也。家世奉法。璫年十六,便菜食
持齋,諷誦成具).
Although it is impossible from the text to establish Zhou Dang’s exact dates,
it should be safe to take the jin (晉) to refer to the Eastern Jin (東晉, 317–420)
dynasty, since Buddhist vegetarian practice could not have been observed by the
laity as early as the Western Jin (西晉, 265–316).24

and that which grow with the leaves, (one ought to) calm their minds so as to stabilize their
natures’ (… 不違無時, 不奪物性, 不藏其情, 不匿其詐。故知天者, 仰觀天文, 知地者, 府察地理。
蚑行踹息, 蜎飛蠕動之類, 水生陸行, 跟著葉長之屬, 為寧其心而安其性). Xinyu (in Sibu beiyao 四
部備要, fscl. 1, p. 1b). It is obvious, though, that this passage does not convey the same idea as
those of the CGSJ and Xi Chao do, but the bold phrases may have been first borrowed by the
translator of the CGSJ. A partially similar passage can also be seen in another early Han work.
See Hanshi waizhuan jishi, fscl. 7:25, p. 268. Phrases like 蚑行﹑蠕動 can also be found in some
other early texts such as the Guiguzi (鬼谷子), the Huainanzi, and the Yilin (易林). They were
borrowed to render the Sanskrit term ‘sarvasattva’ by early translators such as Lokakṣema (see
his Banzhou sanmei jing, T. 13, p. 914b), Kang Senghui (康僧會, d. 280, see his Liudu jijing, 15a, 19a,
39c) and Zhu Fahu (竺法護, i.e. Dharmarakṣa, c. 233–311). For a study of Zhu Fahua’s free use of
Chinese terms, see Boucher (1998, 497–8).
22.	The passage goes as follows: 念廣布施, 救濟諸乏, 割身所供, 惠眾窮困。蜎飛蠕動, 蚑行喘息, 隨
其水陸, 皆欲令安, 不遇眾患 (T. 10, p. 465c).
23. For the quotations of this story, see Fayuan zhulin (法苑珠林), T. 53, p. 416b. The quotation of the
Taiping guangji (太平廣 記) is slightly different. See Taiping guangji, fscl. 110, p. 750.
24. For the development of Buddhist vegetarianism in China, see the first chapter of my ‘Kindness
towards Animals in Early Chinese Buddhist History’ (Pu 2005).
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Sengzhao and the text
The fourth person who is known to have made use of the text was Sengzhao, one
of Kumārajīva’s (334–413) outstanding disciples and translation assistants. In his
notable and highly condensed Zhaolun (肇論, ‘Treatise of [Seng]zhao’), Sengzhao
often freely rephrased and summarized sentences and passages from other translations. He referred to the CGSJ three times, but he made a word-by-word quotation in only one place. In that paragraph he wrote ‘so the Chengju states “no action
yet already overdone”’ (故成具云: 不為而過為).25 This short sentence is exactly the
same as one line of a verse in the CGSJ, except that the graph 過 was mistakenly
taken for 遇 in the Korean and the Taishō editions.26 In another place, summarizing one of his points, Sengzhao expressed the point of the above sentence by
saying that ‘the Chengju extols [the teaching of] doing without action’ (成具美不
為之為; T. 45, p. 160c).
In another passage, Sengzhao wrote, ‘therefore the Chengju says: Bodhisattvas
stay among things which are taken by (beings) as permanent, and preach the
doctrine of impermanence’ (故成具云: 菩薩處計常之中, 而演非常之教). This passage was rephrased from a passage in the CGSJ which reads, ‘The Thus-come one
… stays among things which are taken by (beings) as permanent, but knows the
reality of impermanence’ (如來 … 處計常之中, 而知無常之諦 ; T. 45, p. 151b, T.
15, p. 451c). It is evident that he replaced the CGSJ’s 如來 with 菩薩 and altered
the last part of the sentence. With regard to these changes, an early Tang monk
named Shi Yuankang (釋元康, fl. 636) in his Zhaolun shu (肇論疏, ‘Commentary on
the Zhaolun’) explains that Sengzhao only borrowed ideas from the CGSJ (T. 45,
p. 169a). This may well have been the case. The same reason may account for his
replacing the word zhi (知) of the scripture with the yan (演).
In still another place Sengzhao simply borrowed only a small doctrinal point
from the CGSJ. While stressing the idea that the difference between things was no
more than in name, he said that ‘because of this, the Chengju establishes the statement of “forcibly giving a name” (是以成具立強名之文)’. The sentence of the CGSJ
he referred to reads: ‘this dharma is something that is not there, thus it is forcibly
given a name. Bodhisattvas upon hearing this should not regard it as surprising,
nor doubt it’ (是法無所有法, 故強為其名, 明士聞是, 莫怪莫疑).27

25. Zhaolun, T. 45, p. 154c, also see Zhaolun shu (肇論疏), T. 45, p. 181c, 199a; Zhaolun xinshu (肇論新
疏), T. 45, p. 220c, 240c; Zongjing lu (宗鏡錄), T. 48, p. 629a.
26. Chengju guangming dingyi jing, T. 15, p. 452b. For the Korean edition of this text, see Yingyin gaoli
dazang jing (影印高麗大藏經), vol. 12, p. 137c. More errors of words and phrases have been
noted by the present author in a forthcoming study (Pu 2008). Professor T. H. Barrett suggested
(in a conversation) that this short sentence could remind the reader of a similar idea in the
Daode jing (道德經). In one place it states, ‘The highest virtuous one does not act yet he can do
everything’ (上德不為而無不為也), Boshu Laozi zhuyi yu yanjiu, by Xu Kangsheng (1982, 5). In
other places, the text also extols the attitude of non-action.
27 T. 45, p. 152c, T. 15, p. 454c. Again, according to Professor T. H. Barrett, the phrase 強為其名 could
also echo the influence of the Daode jing’s philosophy since a sentence in the Daode jing reads, ‘I
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In relation to all these quotations and rephrasing, it may be helpful to clarify
two points. Firstly, in the texts of Xi Chao and Sengzhao and in the story of Zhou
Dang, the CGSJ is referred to not by its full name but as the ‘Chengju’ (成具). This
should be understood as being in accord with the early Chinese way of making
references to other texts. For instance, all the translations referred to by title in
Sengzhao’s Zhaolun were identified by the first two words of their titles. In fact,
prior to Sengzhao’s time, Dao-an applied this method when making a catalogue
on translations, of which Sengyou disapproved, for it could cause confusion.28
Nevertheless, there is no implication that there could be other texts whose titles
also contain these two words. For, as we can see, the quotation and the quoted
are identical in meaning, and in all the catalogues only the CGSJ contains ‘chengju’
in its title.
Secondly, as is clear from the above comparison, with only one exception, the
wordings of all of the passages which both Xi Chao and Sengzhao referred to as
quotations from the CGSJ are slightly different from what the received CGSJ has.
This may raise doubts concerning whether the version of the CGSJ they referred
to was actually the same as the one we have. This doubt is soon cleared up, though,
as a brief examination of all the references made in both authors’ texts to all other
translations evidently shows that less than ten per cent of all their quotations are
word for word; all others were altered one way or another, and many of them were
changed to the extent that they can hardly be identified without the help of later
commentaries on their works. Particularly in Sengzhao’s case, those word-forword quotations are almost exclusively limited to verse, being practically absent
in the prose.
THE CGSJ’S LINGUISTIC FEATURES
The CGSJ’s terminology
Although later catalogues listed many other texts as translations by Zhi Yao,29
Sengyou’s catalogue, the earliest among all the existing catalogues, shows that
the CGSJ was his only work. Sengyou, and apparently Dao-an too, regarded all
other attributed texts as translations by unknown translators, and included them
in a separate section named ‘anonymous translations’ (T. 55, pp. 6c, 96a, 15a).
Thus, any investigation into the date of the CGSJ through an analysis of its terminology and style lacks one important criterion which might provide conclusive

forcibly call it “great”’ (吾強為之名曰大) (Laozi, in Zhuzi jicheng, vol. 3, p. 14). However, this sentence cannot be found in the silk book of the Laozi (老子), which is another edition of the Daode
jing.
28. Chu sanzang jiji, T. 55, p. 16c. I thank Dr A. Palumbo for bringing this reference to my attention.
29. Gaoseng zhuan, T. 50, p. 324c; Zhongjing mulu (A&B), T. 55, pp. 128a; 178a; Lidai sanbao ji, T. 49, pp.
34a, 49c, 54a, 122b; Datang neidian lu, T. 55, p. 224b–c, and all later catalogues.
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evidence. The only reasonable approach remaining is to examine its own terminological features and compare its vocabulary and literary style with other texts
of the period concerned. Yet in this limited space, only a few technical terms can
be discussed, and a proper thorough linguistic analysis must wait. Nevertheless, it
should be mentioned that this text seems to have no words or phrases that would
undermine the traditional date of the text.30
The CGSJ is one of the few translations in which almost all the proper names
of the originals are translated literally.31 The translations of the names of these
Buddhist saints and deities cannot be found in any other texts included in the
canon, nor do they seem to have been Chinese creations. Nattier believes that
the text’s terminology presents a ‘dead end’ because terms such as chu-e zhong
(除惡眾), mingshi (明士), and wushang duzun pingdeng zhiyi (無上獨尊平等之意) are
‘unique to this text’.32 But, as will be shown below, their uniqueness does not make
this text less authentic.
除惡眾 (chu-e zhong, ‘those who eliminate evil’) for bhikṣu

Chu-e zhong (除惡眾), also li-e zhong (離惡眾) in another passage, in the CGSJ clearly
stands for the plural form of ‘monk’ which is phonetically translated as biqiu (比
丘, Sanskrit: bhikṣu) by most of the other translators. Chu-e (除惡) and li-e (離惡)
would have been intended to mean the same as po-e (破惡; ‘break evil’), because in
early medieval Chinese the verbs chu and po were used interchangeably in some
contexts. Since at least as early as the fourth century, these two verbs have been
used together as pochu (破除) to mean ‘to destroy and eliminate’.33 The earliest
case of po-e being used as an exegesis of biqiu appeared in the Han translation
Zhong benqi jing (中本起經), in which a sentence reads ‘a bhikṣu is [someone who]
destroys evils (i.e. defilement). [He] should single-mindedly think of meditation
and should not be moved by honours and benefits’ (比丘破惡,一心思禪,榮利不移;
T. 4, pp. 159c, 160c). In an early third century translation of the Dharmapada, this is
expressed even more clearly: ‘[He whose] wisdom is able to destroy evils is called a
30. Zürcher (1977) saw evidence of Later Han vernacular elements in the CGSJ, although, apart
from listing five criteria used by him to judge whether or not a translation was a Han translation, no specific linguistic treatment is given to any of the twenty-nine texts he considered to
be Han translations.
31.	This does not mean that the translator did not use any terms coined by previous translators.
For instance, terms such as fo (佛) can be found in almost every translations prior to Zhi Yao’s
time, sishenzu (四神足) in the Da anban shouyi jing (大安般守意經, T. 15, p. 168c) and the Yin chi
ru jing (陰持入經, T. 15, p. 174a), dushifa (度世法) in the Yin chi ru jing (T. 15, p. 178b), wuyangshu
(無央數) in the Banzhou sanmei jing (T. 13, p. 917a), sanqian daqian (三千大千) in the Achu foguo
jing (阿閦佛國經, T. 11, p. 753b).
32. Nattier (2003, 233 n.102). In addition to such unique terms, this text was the first to use liude (六
德, ‘six virtuous qualities’) to designate the ‘Six Perfections’ (六度).
33. For example, ‘即時破除憍慢之心’, in the Ayuwang zhuan (阿育王傳), T. 50, p. 119b; 自得淨目, 復
為眾生破除盲冥, 令得淨眼’, in the Da banniepan jing (大般涅槃經), T. 12, pp. 469b, 712a; ‘破除
憍慢以此淨業障’, in the Da baoji jing (大寶積經), T. 11, p. 82a; ‘破除憍慢, 飲食知足’, in the Da
fangbienfo bao-en jing (大方便佛報恩經), T. 3, p.165a and so on.
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bhikṣu’ (慧能破惡,是為比丘).34 A slightly different definition is found in the Chuyao
jing (出曜經, appearing to be a translation of the Udānavarga of a certain Buddhist
school) which states ‘A bhikṣu is so called because he breaks the fetters’ (比丘破諸
結使是名為比丘 ; T. 4, p. 634a). Similar explanation reappears as one of three definitions of the word bhikṣu in a few later translations, one of which replaced the e
(惡) with fannao (煩惱 ‘defilement’), making the etymology that ‘bi is “to break”,
qiu is “defilement”’, thus ‘being able to break defilement is called biqiu’ (比名破。
丘名煩惱。能破煩惱故名比丘).35
This exact exegesis is surprisingly also found in the Theravāda tradition in
which a monk is called bhikkhu. In Theravādin commentaries, this term is often
interpreted through the word bhinna-kilesa which means (i) ‘one who has broken the stains’ or (ii) one who tries to break the seven ‘bad qualities leading to
rebirth’ (Rhys Davids & Stede 1959, 504). Thus it would seem clear that the two
Chinese translations, chu-e and po-e, are both acceptable translations of a traditional Indian etymology of the term bhikṣu.
明士 (mingshi, ‘a person who understands’) for bodhisattva

This term, as suggested by Hirakawa (1997, 596) and Nattier (2003, 233 n.102), was
used to mean pusa (菩薩), an abbreviated phonetic translation of bodhisattva (菩
提薩埵, ‘being for enlightenment’) already found in Han translations. This is supported by a definition provided in a fifth-century translation in which we read, ‘one
who is enlightened is called mingshi’ (覺者為 明士).36 覺 literally means ‘to awaken’
or ‘awakened’ and in early Chinese Buddhist translations, 覺 and 明 are two characters used to translate the term ‘bodhi’; 覺 became a standard translation by no
later than the fourth century. One might wonder if ‘one who is enlightened’ would
be a Buddha, but according to its context mingshi here is highly likely to mean a
‘bodhisattva’. This exact usage of the term can also be found in the third century
Liudu jijing and in a work of an unknown translator, the Azhi guowang jing (阿質國
王經). They both employ mingshi in the exact sense as the CGSJ.37 In other translations, such as those of Zhu Fahu’s (竺法護, i.e. Dharmarakṣa 237–314 CE), the term
seems to mean neither buddha nor bodhisattva but ‘wise persons’.38
In the term mingshi, ming (which means ‘to understand’, ‘to know’ or ‘wise’),
as indicated from above passages, would have been a translation of bodhi (菩
提), whereas shi refers to male members of humanity and is used to convey the
34. Faju jing (法句經), T. 4, p. 569a; Faju piyu jing (法句譬喻經), T. 4, p. 597b.
35. Da zhidu lun, T. 25, p. 80a. This reappears in the Da baoji jing, T. 11, p. 640b. A similar interpretation
is also given in the Zhengfa nienchu jing (正法念處經) T. 17, p. 16b. For other cases of po-e used as
biqiu, see Fenbie gongde lun (分別功德論), T. 25, p. 35c, Fo benxing jijing (佛本行集經), T. 3, p. 812c.
36. Fo suoxing zan (佛所行讚), T. 4, p. 39b.
37. Liudu jijing, T. 3, pp. 15c, 43b. The latter case was quoted in the Jinglü yixiang (經律異相), T. 53,
p. 41b. The Azhi guowang jing, which is referred to in the Chu sanzang jiji (T. 55, p. 25b) as Azhi
wang jing, was quoted in the Jinglü yixiang too, T. 53, p. 156c.
38. For examples, see Puyao jing (普曜經), T. 3, p. 533a, Zheng fahua jing (正法華經), T. 9, p. 109b, Fo
suoxing zan, T. 4, p. 39b, Fo benxing jing (佛本行經), T. 4, p. 81c, Foshuo jingxue jing, T. 17, p. 744b.
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meaning of sattva. Intriguingly, though, in a few early translations the term buddha was translated as mingren (明人) ‘enlightened person’.39 For instance, in one
Lokakṣema’s translations, there is a passage stating that ‘Bodhisattvas follow the
teaching of the Enlightened One and thereby transcend the unwholesome realms
of existence’ (菩薩隨明人之教度脫惡道).40 In this case, the graph ming was apparently used by the translator to represent the Indic root budh.41 The reason why
mingren was used to translate buddha could have been because in Han times or
earlier the Chinese used mingren to label their sages. An early usage of this type
can be seen in Wang Chong’s Lunheng (論衡, ‘Discourse in the balance’). In a passage discussing the age of a legendary emperor named Yao’s (堯), a question is
asked: ‘for what reason are the ages of enlightened persons counted by the hundred?’ (何以明人年以百為壽也?).42
Thus the graph 明 was used to translate both bodhi and budh by the latter part
of the Han period. And reading between the lines of the passage, the term mingshi indeed means bodhisattva.
無上獨尊平等覺意 (wushang duzun pingdeng jueyi, ‘the wish [to attain] the
highest noble and unequalled enlightenment’)

This term, appearing elsewhere in the same text as wushang duzun pingdeng zhiyi
(無上獨尊平等之意), can be reconstructed to Sanskrit as something like anuttarāsamyak-saṃbodhi-citta, and was normally translated in a few other texts as wushang
pingdeng daoyi (無上平等道意)43 or as Anouduoluo sanmiao sanputi yi (阿耨多羅三藐三
菩提意).44 Three versions agree in translating the citta as yi (意) but differ in their
first part. There is no doubt that Anouduoluo sanmiao sanputi is a phonetic transliteration of anuttarā-samyak-saṃbodhi, ‘supreme perfect enlightenment’, which
was rendered in the Later Han as wushang zhengzhendao zui zhengjue (無上正真道
最正覺, ‘supreme perfect way and most right enlightenment’), wushang zhengzhen
zhi dao (無上正真之道, ‘supreme most right way’),45 wushang zhengzhe dao (無上
正真道, ‘supreme most right way’),46 wushang pingdeng du (無上平等度, ‘supreme
39. But mingren in most third-century translations is used for ‘wise persons’. See Liao ben shengsi
jing (了本生死經), T. 16, p. 816c; Fan Moyu jing, T. 1, p. 885c; Liudu jijing, T. 3, p. 41a.
40. Dunzhen tuoluo suowen rulai sanmei jing, T. 15, p. 356c. The An Shigao’s Qichu sanguan jing is an
earlier translation of the Foshuo jingxue jing. In his version, in place of the later version’s mingshi, there is xiazhe (黠者, ‘wise one’), T. 2, p. 883a.
41. A few cases are found in a third century translation, see Foshuo bojing chao (佛說孛經), T. 17,
p. 733a.
42. Lunheng, fscl. 1, p. 12.
43.	T. 15, 454b. Guoqushi fo fenwei jing (過去世佛分衛經), T. 3, p. 452b, Foshuo asheshi wang jing (佛說阿
闍世王經), T. 15, p. 391b; Foshuo shenri jing (佛說申日經), T. 14, p. 818c; ZWPSCDJ, T. 10, p. 980b;
and so on.
44. For instance, Miaofa lianhua jing (妙法蓮華經), T. 9, p. 61c, Da zhidu lun, T. 25, p. 608a. Sengyou
may have mistakenly believed that 覺意 was an older translation of 菩提 (Chu sanzang jiji, T. 55,
p. 5b).
45. Fajing jing, T. 12, p. 22a.
46. See many cases in the Achu foguo jing, T. 11, pp. 753b, 754a, etc.; Da mingdu jing (大明度經), T. 8,
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unequalled crossing-over’),47 or zhizhen deng zhengjue (至真等正覺, ‘most real and
unequalled enlightenment’).48 Although only the first version appears to be the
more correct literal translation, they all are likely to be variants of the CGSJ’s
wushan duzun pingdeng jue (無上獨尊平等覺).
The literary style of the CGSJ
The CGSJ and the Fajing jing are considered by Zürcher to be the only two Chinese
translations of Buddhist texts that have distinctive linguistic features.49 This particularly applies to the CGSJ, whose signs of maturity in the use of Chinese parallel prose leads Zürcher to suggest that it may have been ‘a Chinese essay’ and
‘appears to be a highly individual creation’ (1991, 299, 278, 284). With the exception of some passages,50 it would easily give the same impression to anyone familiar with ancient Chinese writing. Zürcher has also observed that sixty per cent
of the text is made up of four-syllable lines, while the rest of it consists of threesyllable and five-syllable unrhymed verses and ‘purest Chinese type parallelism’.
This feature tends to put the text into the Later Han because, as he points out,
Xun Yue’s (荀悅, 148-209) Zhongjian (中鍳, ‘Mirror of the Middle’) uses ‘52% foursyllable, 17.3% three-syllable, 15.5% five-syllable’ (Zürcher 1991, 280, 284). It is
also worth noting that the construction of this passage 亂者正之，懈者勤之，卻
者勉之，傾者扶之，缺懼者補完之，冥者照之，結者解之 (p. 455c) seems to resemble one passage of the Laozi.51
Two points of grammar in this text also add weight to the received view on
the text’s date: the first one is the placing of the demonstrative word qi (其) at the
start of some sentences (e.g. 其以一物施是人者，世世受福 ‘one/those who offer/s
even one thing to such a person will enjoy blessings life after life’), and the second is the use of the particle yu (於) between a transitive verb and its object (e.g.
教於四輩人, ‘instructing the four groups of Buddhists’; 除於睡臥, ‘reducing sleep’;
行於眾戒, ‘observing all the precepts’, etc.). Both features are not prevailingly
p. 493a-b, etc.; Zhong benqi jing, T. 4, p. 155c, 161b, and so on. For a discussion of this and related
terms in Zhi Qian’s translations, see Nattier (2003, 219–23).
47. Jiu za piyu jing (舊雜譬喻經), T. 4, p. 521a, etc; Foshuo xumoti pusa jing (佛說須摩提菩薩經), T. 12,
p. 76b; Liudu jijing, T. 3, p. 35a; and so on.
48. Zhong benqi jing, T. 4, p. 147c. For later translations, see Foshuo xingqi xing jing, T. 4, p. 172a; Foshuo
awei yuezhizhe jing, T. 9, p. 224a; Shengjing (生經), T. 3, p. 79b; and so on.
49. Zürcher (1991, 290). Strictly speaking, apart from using Chinese particles such as 者，也, and so
on, the Fajing jing does not read like a Chinese writing at all.
50. For instance, its opening formula, 聞如是。一時佛在迦維羅衛國精舍中止, basically reads in a
way that is typical of Buddhist translations, but the verb ending suggests that it resulted from
literal translation. This style was followed by three later translations. See Pusa benxiing jing (菩
薩本行經), T. 3, p. 122a; Zengyi ahan jing (增壹阿含經), T. 2, p. 806b, 806c; Xianyu jing (賢愚經),
T. 4, p. 431a.
51.	The silk manuscript Laozi has 高者抑之，下者舉之，有餘者損之，不足者補之. See Xu Kangsheng (1982, 61).
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common in the translations, but can be seen in both Zhi Chen’s translations and
some secular texts of the Later Han period.52
APROPOS THE DOCTRINES OF THE CGSJ
The CGSJ’s main concern
The CGSJ is perhaps the only early Chinese Buddhist text that covers a wide range
of religious practices: all the thirty-seven dharmas that conduce to awakening
(bodhi-pākṣikā dharmas) found in early Buddhism are recommended, and several
types of moral discipline are advised. The alternative titles of the text suggest that
its subject is how to achieve the samādhi (三昧, ‘concentration’) of ‘bright light’ (光
明). Yet, in effect, unlike the Banzhou sanmei jing which introduces some meditative and visualization techniques as well as a few moral duties, so as to achieve a
samādhi,53 this text suggests that one achieves the Bright Light samādhi through
understanding the prajñā doctrine and performing moral duties. All the references to this text made by Sengzhao, which were dealt with earlier, show that the
CGSJ was mainly used as a text on the prajñā doctrine. This view can be supported
by a Chinese commentary on the Mahāprajñapāramitā-sūtra which classifies the
prajñā of this text as one of the five major types of prajñā doctrines. 54
Concerning its doctrine of filial piety
A confusing feature of the CGSJ is shown in the introduction of filial piety (i.e.
xiaoshi fumu [孝事父母], ‘to be filial and attend to one’s parents’) in the discussion of the fifth perfection – meditation. This is the basis of Nattier’s doubt about
the text’s provenance. That is to say that she suspects that the text may have
been composed in China where the teaching of filial piety occupied an important
place in Confucian thought. The teaching is so distinctive that Kenneth Ch’en
also thought the emphasis of this teaching in Chinese Buddhist translations was

52. For examples in Zhi Chen’s translation, see Daoxing banruojing (道行般若經), T. 8, p. 464a, and
Dunzhen tuoluo suowen rulai sanmei jing (佛說伅真陀羅所問如來三昧經), T. 15, p. 385c. For examples in the secular texts, see the Lunheng (12: 188–9), which has a sentence which saying ‘其高
志妙操之人，恥降意損崇，以稱媚取進，深疾才能之’, and Ying Shao’s (應劭, ca. 140–204 CE)
Fengsu tongyi (風俗通義) which has ‘[東方] 朔 … 其事浮淺，行於眾庶’, Fengsu tongyi jiaoshi,
2:83 (Also see ‘昔者有王命，有采薪之憂，不能造朝。今病小愈，趨造於朝 … 請必無歸而造於
朝’ in the Mengzi zhengyi (Zhuzi jicheng, vol. 1), 3: 152.
53.	T. 13, p. 905a. Paul Harrison (1993, 35, 13) in passing remarks that ‘the text displays interesting
affinities with the Pratyutpannabuddhasaṃmukhāvasthitasamādhi-sūtra’ (i.e. the Banzhou sanmei
jing) and assigns the greater part of the latter to Zhi Chen. A detailed discussion of this text’s
problems is included in Harrison (1990, 221–49).
54. Dapinjing youyi (大品經遊意), T. 33, p. 68a.
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a result of Chinese influence (Ch’en 1968, 81–97). However, it has been shown that
respect for one’s parents was as much emphasized in India as in China (Strong
1983, 172; Schopen 1984; Guang Xing 2005), although no corresponding term
of xiao can be found in Sanskrit and Pali Buddhist texts (Wayman 1997, 227).
The Buddhist monks’ neglect of filial duty was criticized by a certain group of
Brahmins.55 It was perhaps in respond to this criticism that the Buddha is reported
even in quite a few so-called Hīnayāna scriptures to have already stressed the
importance of filial piety for not only the laity but also members of the Saṃgha.
Nevertheless, should filial piety be included in the practices leading to the
fifth perfection of a Bodhisattva? The search for an answer to this question, even a
tentative one, starts with a close look at the fifth perfection spoken of in the text.
Significant is the fact that yixin (一心) is an alternative reading of the word chanding (禪定) for the fifth perfection – dhyāna, as there is plenty of evidence, both in
the Han translations and some later ones, suggesting that this is the case.56 But,
55. John Strong (1983: 173-84) has provided three types of evidence that suggests there exists filial
piety in Buddhism: (i) the canonical evidence in the Sigālovāda-sutta (Dīgha Nikāya III. 180–93, i.e.
the Chinese Shanzi jing 睒子經, T. No. 174, 175a, 175b), and Sāma Jātaka (no. 540 of the Theravādin
collection); and also (ii) the Vinaya rule that one has to ask one’s parents’ permission in order
to be ordained as a monk; and (iii) that the Buddhist ritual of offering to the deceased ‘was
perhaps a concession to the Hindu custom of ancestor worship’. In terms of canonical evidence and other very early non-canonical material, there seem to be more sources than those
referred to by Strong. Based on Indian Buddhist epigraphical material, Gregory Schopen (1984)
has discovered that filial piety was an important value in Indian Buddhism. For a recent study
on filial piety in early Buddhism, see Guang Xing (2005). Gao Yuchun (2001, 47–9) has also
devoted a study to the topic of Indian Buddhist filial piety, although he mainly derived his
evidence from the Chinese Buddhist translations made after the fifth century.
56. Daoxing banruo jing, T. 8, p. 440a, Banzhou sanmei jing, T. 13, p. 915b; Achu foguo jing, T. 11, p. 761c;
Xiuxing benqi jing (修行本起經), T. 3, p. 467b; Xiuxing daodi jing (修行道地經), T. 15, p. 227c, and
so on. There is also plenty of evidence showing that dingyi is a translation of the word samādhi,
and sanmei is its abbreviated phonetic translation. See for instance the titles of the CGSJ and the
Foshuo guangxian sanmei jing (佛說弘道廣顯三昧經); for its occurrence in the texts, see Da anban
shouyi jing, Banzhou sanmei jing, and Bapo pusa jing. Newly discovered manuscripts of An Shigao’s
(安世高, active in China ca. 146–70) Anban shouyi jing (安般守意經) in Japan lead some scholars
to suggest that the Da anban shouyi jing attributed to him in the received Buddhist canon may
not be a translation but a commentary made by some later Buddhist. It is a commentary, but
it may not be written by a later Buddhist. There is a casual comment made by Yan Fotiao on
An Shigao’s works. In his Shami shihui zhangju xu (沙彌十慧章句序, Preface to Sayings from the
Ten Wisdoms of Novices), Yan says that ‘the works he (i.e. An Shigao) translated are about several
million words; some of them were made through oral interpretation, some were transmitted in
written form (凡厥所出, 數百萬言, 或以口解, 或以文傳)’ (Chu sanzang jiji, T. 55, p. 69c). By ‘oral
interpretation’, he may mean that An Shigao explained it while translating it. The use of this
translation method is evident in the title of the Ahan koujie shi-er yinyuan jing (阿含口解十二因
緣經), An Oral Interpretation of the Sutra of Twelve [Chains] of Cause and Effect from the Āgama. Both
texts are considered by Zürcher (1991, 297) to be Han works. Furthermore, it has been known
that in the Eastern Han scholars tended to annotate texts directly by inserting their annotations between the lines of the text (see Rao Zongyi 1991, 1). In fact this text is not an isolated
example of this method, at least the Yin chi ru jing zhu (陰持入經註), a commentary on the Yin
chi ru jing made by An Shigao’s lay follower Chen Hui (陳慧), belongs unmistakably to this type
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the context of most of its occurrences in the CGSJ implies that the real connotation of the term yixin seems to mean ‘to be single-hearted’ (yi qi xin, 一其心) in
performing each of the specified duties.57 Namely, the Buddha asks his lay audience to be single-hearted in attending to their parents, in respecting seniors, in
cutting off lust and keeping aloof from worldly life, in practising the thirty-seven
dharmas (that conduce to awakening) and finally in breath-counting meditation
(T. 15, p. 453b). In other words, apart from the last item, the whole explanation of
yixin does not follow the convention that dhyāna should only be concerned with
meditative practices. Therefore, the fifth perfection in this text is actually not
about how to practise dhyāna but about how to apply the spirit of single-hearted
commitment into various activities, of which meditation is just one.
This shift of emphasis is understandable in view of the fact that this text is
intended for the laity, to whom whole-hearted commitment to the suggested
activities is much more important than the state of yixin gained through the sole
activity of meditation. Although it begins with talk of prajñā, by putting together
the setting of the sūtra and all the suggestions of practices given by the Buddha,
it is not difficult to see that the text is principally designed for lay practitioners,
Buddhists who have family ties, domestic commitments, and various social relations. For them, of course, filial piety was ethically and socially important (at
least in the past). Therefore the Buddha advised them to be wholeheartedly filial
to and care for their parents. This understanding can be attested by a few other
texts, also intended for a lay audience.58 Particularly in those translations which
instruct the laity, keeping the eight precepts on posadha/sabbath days and filial
piety are always in the list of practices.59 Yet we have to admit that some translators conspicuously incorporated filial piety into their translations of texts which
lacked it in the originals.60 In the absence of any Indic original of the CGSJ, it is
difficult to determine whether or not filial piety in this text resulted from such
incorporation.

of work. Finally, for the latest study of the koujie as a means of exegesis in the Han Buddhism,
see Deleanu (2003), and Zacchetti (2003).
57.	The phrase 一其心 reminds me of what Ma Rong (马融79-166) said in his Zhongjing (忠經),
‘Loyalty is what is said “let one be whole-hearted” (忠也者, 一其心之謂矣)’, in Shuofu
sanzhong (說郛三種), vol. 6, fscl. 120, p. 3285a.
58. See Zhi Qian’s Pusa benye jing (菩薩本業經), T. 10, p. 447b; Wei Zhinan’s Faju jing, T. 4, p. 575a;
Faju and Fali’s Faju piyu jing, T. 4, p. 609a; Ji jiaye’s Zabaozang jing (雜寶藏經), T. 4, p. 448c.
59. See, Chang ahan jing, T. 1, p. 134b, Zengyi ahan jing, T. 2, p. 624c, Qishi yinben jing, T. 1, p. 402a.
60. For example, in a Han translation, the well-known Chinese saying of ‘Heaven has no relation,
He only supports the virtuous one (皇天無親，唯德是輔)’ was rephrased as ‘The Way has no
relation, [it] supports only the kind one (道法無親，唯善是輔)’, see Zhong benqi jing, T.4, p. 153a.
(This text seems to have gone through Chinese revision in the Jin dynasty). For other similar
examples, see Nakamura (1957).
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THE CGSJ’S DOCTRINAL COINCIDENCE WITH ANOTHER TEXT
The CGSJ has five passages similar to some passages of the Zuisheng wen pusa shizhu
chugou duanjie jing, the ‘Sūtra of Zuisheng’s Enquiry about Eliminating Defilements
and Breaking Fetters in a Bodhisattva’s Ten Stages’ (最勝問菩薩十住除垢斷結經,
T. 10, no. 309, hereafter ZWPSCDJ), which, according to Sengyou, was translated
by Zhu Fonian (竺佛念, fl. 384–413) during Fu Jian’s (苻堅) reign 357–385.61 The
ZWPSCDJ does not specifically treat any kind of samādhi, but at its beginning the
Buddha is asked: by entering what samādhi is he enabled to shed a light that surpasses the lights of the sun and moon?62 This resembles one small point in the
CGSJ which also states that the brightness of the light shone by the Bright Light
samādhi can outshine the lights of the sun, the moon and the stars.63 Instead
of answering the question, the ZWPSCDJ goes straight on to expound the ten
stages of a Bodhisattva. It is when the ZWPSCDJ deals with the first six stages of a
Bodhisattva’s journey to Buddhahood and when the CGSJ in its second part begins
to discuss the Bright Light samādhi that these two texts have parallel passages
(see Appendix). The parallels are shown on two levels: the similarities of their
phrases and the correspondence of some items of practices. Yet they differ in two
aspects. First, the CGSJ’s passages contain more items than those in the ZWPSCDJ.
Second, the items in the CGSJ’s passages are either the spiritual achievement of
the Buddha’s audience or the practices prescribed for those who wish to attain
the Bright Light samādhi, whereas in the ZWPSCDJ’s passages the items are religious practices intended for Bodhisattvas of different stages.
There can be two explanations for these partial parallels. First, the partially
paralleled passages may have been independently borrowed by both texts from a
third one. The shared items of practices occur in the last part of the CGSJ and the
first six sections of the ZWPSCDJ. According to four catalogues of Chinese Buddhist
translations, a text titled Dingyi sanmei jing (定意三昧經, now lost) was an independent translation parallel to the fourth section of the ZWPSCDJ.64 Again, the ZWPSCDJ
shares six doctrinal points with an earlier anonymous translation, the Achamo
pusa jing (阿差末菩薩, T. 13, no. 403). In fact, the six points in these two texts are
expressed in recognizably similar phrases.65 These two pieces of evidence at least

61.	In another place he mentions that it was translated together with a few other texts after the
year 399. Chu sanzang jiji, T. 55, pp. 10c, 111b. According to Dao-an’s preface to the Binaiye (鼻奈
耶), Zhu’s first involvement in translation activity was in 384 (T. 24, p. 851a).
62. Perhaps it was based on what is said at the beginning of the ZWPSCDJ (T. 10, p. 966b) that Zhisheng also titled the text with another name, suggesting it is about samādhi. This entitling shows
a similar nature to the CGSJ. See Kaiyuan shijiao lu, T. 55, pp. 511c, 686c, 709c.
63.	T. 10, p. 966c: 如來至真入何三昧，放大光明踰於日月？, T. 15, p. 454c: 世火星月，日曜崑崙光,
釋梵殿所照，是定明過上。.
64. Zhongjing mulu, (no. 2146) T. 55, p. 124b, (no. 2147) T. 55, p. 163a, (no. 2148 = 2146) T. 55, p. 197c;
Kaiyuan shijiao lu, T. 55, pp. 509c, 654a; Zhenyuan xinding shijiao mulu, T. 55, pp. 806c, 991a.
65. See T. 13, p. 589b, T. 10, pp. 971c–72a; T. 13, p. 596b, T. 10, p. 973a; T. 13, p. 596b–c, T. 10, p. 1001c;
T. 13, p. 596c, T. 10, pp. 975a, 1004b–c; T. 13, p. 597a, T. 10, p. 975b; T. 13, p. 597b, T. 10, p. 979c.
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show that there were already separate texts resembling parts of the ZWPSCDJ in
circulation, if not that the ZWPSCDJ was a composite text. The second explanation is that one text extracted items of practices from the other. One problematic
catalogue indicates that a shorter translation of the ZWPSCDJ was made in some
year prior to the translation of the CGSJ,66 but all other catalogues are against this
record. Three catalogues also mentions that Dao-an had taken part in translating
the ZWPSCDJ.67 It is obvious from Sengyou’s catalogue that Dao-an did not like
to give a proper translation status to dubious texts. This and the fact that all the
catalogues’ almost unanimous agreement about the translator of the CGSJ should
rule out that the CGSJ’s translation benefited from the ZWPSCDJ.
There is also evidence which can add weight to the above two explanations
by suggesting that the CGSJ existed as an independent scripture. This evidence is
found in the third quotation of Sengzhao which discusses the point of the original nameless state of the Dharma. This theoretical point is shared not only by the
ZWPSCDJ, but also by one of Kumārajīva’s translations, the Xiaopin banruo boluomi
jing (‘Short version of the Prajñāpāramitā sūtra’, 小品般若波羅蜜經; T. 8, p. 541b).
Instead of quoting from his teacher’s translation or from the ZWPSCDJ, Sengzhao
chose to quote from the CGSJ and clearly identified his source as such.
All the evidence points to the conclusion that the parallel passages found in the
CGSJ and the ZWPSCDJ does not show any possibility that the former borrowed
from the latter. This conclusion accordingly clears the suspicion that CGSJ could
have been a later Chinese compilation to which the ZWPSCDJ contributed.
THE TERM NAN TIANZHU (南天竺)
One issue of the CGSJ that merits particular attention is its identification of the
location where this scripture was preached. In the opening line of the text, we
are told that the sermon was delivered when the Buddha was staying in the country of Kapilavastu (迦維羅衛國, now identified as Piprahwa in southern Nepal).
Kapilavastu can be taken as a part of what the tradition calls ‘the middle kingdom
(中國, madhyadeśa)’. Geographically speaking, the small country of Kapilavastu
(the text, like many other Chinese Buddhist translations, names the country by its
capital,) would have been found in northern India in the Buddha’s time. However,
in another place the text has the Buddha tell his audience: ‘countless kalpas ago,
there was a Buddha called Reverent King of Desire-vanquishing. The earthly age
of that Buddha was a hundred thousand years. He did not stay here, in South India,
[he was based] in the place where the Buddha Heavenly Master of Purity and
Illumination is staying, in the North’ (佛告善明：乃往昔無數劫時,有佛名尊伏欲
王。時佛住世壽十萬歲,不在是南天竺止, 自於今北方淨燿天師佛所住處是也).68 It is
66. Lidai sanbao ji, T. 49, p. 77a
67. Zhongjing mulu, (2146) T. 55, p. 115a, (2147) p. 151a, (2148) p. 151a; T. 55, p. 397a.
68.	T. 15, p. 455a. Reverent King of Desire-vanquishing Buddha is said in another text to be based
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clear that when the Buddha says that that Buddha did not stay ‘here in South India
(Nan Tianzhu )’ he could only have meant that the speaker, that is, himself, was
staying in South India at the time he told the story. This implies that Kapilavastu
was located in South India. Although associating this text with South India may
confirm that this text is about prajñā, as other evidence shows that that was the
place where the doctrine of prajñā originated and prevailed,69 it presents a stark
disagreement with the conventional knowledge that Kapilavastu was in the north
of ancient India. This immediately leads to these speculations: a) that the author
of the text was simply mistakenly inconsistent, and this mistake later escaped the
attention of the translator; b) that the text was a combination of two translations
which were set in two different preaching locations; c) that the text was composed
or rewritten by a Chinese who had no idea where Kapilavastu was.
Other than these three possibilities, it may be useful to consider the term
Nan Tianzhu. In the canon, we frequently come across the term Nan Yanfuti (南
閻浮提), which in fact means the same as Yanfuti (閻浮提),70 a translation of the
Sanskrit term Jambudvīpa (Pāli: Jambudīpa). Some Chinese translations show that
Jambudvīpa in Indian mythology means the continent to the south of Mt Sumeru,71
which includes the country of India, hence the term Nan Yanfuti (‘Jambudvīpa, the
South [continent]’) emerged, although the original Indic word of this translation
remains unknown to me. However, Aśoka’s Minor Edicts I & II and the Chinese
translation of the Theravāda Samantapāsādikā indicate the term Jambudīpa means
‘India’.72 This definition may have been taken by the translator of the CGSJ. In
other words, the term Nan Tianzhu could have been a confusing literal translation
of the Indic term often rendered as Nan Yanfuti, which would be in accord with
the translator’s effort of rendering literally every word of the text.
This speculation is further supported by the final part of the sentence which
says that the Buddha Reverent King of Desire-vanquishing was based in the North.
Here the North probably means the northern continent of Mt Sumeru, the Uttarakuru (鬱單越 or 北俱盧洲), though it might perhaps mean the North of the cosmos, as Mahāyānists believe that all the ten directions of the cosmos have at least
one Buddha world. Either way, this naturally implies that what the CGSJ’s Nan
Tianzhu really denotes is Nan Yanfuti, that is, Jambudvīpa, which means that the
text has only a problem of mistranslation but not that of inconsistency.
in the Southeast. See Foshuo foming jing (佛說佛名經), T. 14, p. 281b. The Korean and Taishō editions has 淨燿天歸佛. Here we follow all other old Chinese editions which have it as 淨燿天師
佛. See Zhonghua dazang jing (中華大藏經), vol. 20, p. 600a n.5.
69. Daoxing banruo jing, T. 8, p. 446b; Foshuo weicengyou zhengfa jing (佛說未曾有正法經), T. 15,
p. 448c; Conze (1955, 12).
70. Da fangdeng daji jing (大方等大集經), T. 13, p. 342b; Yiqie jing yinyi (一切經音義), T. 54, p. 314c.
71.	There are many translations containing the Indian theory of the structure and develiopment of
the world. For instance, see Chang ahan jing, T. 1, p. 115c; Yuqie shidi lun (瑜伽師地論), T. 30, pp.
287a–288a; Api damo jushe lun, T. 29, pp. 57a–62a; Api damo shun zhengli lun (阿毘達磨順正理論)
T. 29, pp. 456a–459b; and so on.
72. Basak (1959, 139); Shanjian lü piposha (善見律毘婆沙), T. 24, p. 687a, 696a, and so on.
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CONCLUSION
While no Indic original survives and no Tibetan version has been found/identified, the CGSJ is listed as a genuine translation in Chinese catalogues. As a strict
and careful Buddhist cataloguer, Dao-an (312–386) was the first in the history of
Chinese Buddhism who tried to differentiate fake scriptures and dubious translations from genuinely translated ones. He did not show any hesitation while listing
the text’s title and translator in the ‘genuine translations’ section of his catalogue.
This has been the most important source on which the traditional acceptance of
the CGSJ being a genuine translation is based. The above discussion has sought to
support this traditional view and show that objections to it are weak.
(A) 	The information about Dao-an’s recitation of the scripture incidentally
reveals a length match between the version he read and the version we have
today. This means that our current version of the scripture in terms of length
was already fixed by the fifth century CE when the information was first
found circulated. The sources indicating that the scripture was read, recited
and studied by a few historical persons, including Dao-an himself, leads to
the conclusion that the scripture’s status of being a genuine translation was
never doubted. Their quotations from the scripture are also verifiable with
the current version of the text, which again suggests the received text can be
traced back to their time, i.e. fourth and fifth centuries. Our investigation on
the characteristic terminology of the scripture does not contribute anything
to the view that the scripture is a Chinese composition. And its vocabulary
and literary style tend to suggest that it was a text of the Later Han.
(B) Including filial piety in the practices of the fifth perfection and having doctrines coinciding with another text provide no conclusive evidence that the
text was a Chinese composition. Considering that filial piety was emphasized
and recommended by the Buddha not only to his lay followers but also to his
monastic disciples, including filial piety in a sermon aimed primarily at the
laity does not necessarily prove that it was written in China.
(C)	Having a few doctrinal points in common with another text (ZWPSCDJ ) that
is problematic in authenticity of translation has been shown not to invalidate
the traditional view that the CGSJ was an early translation of a foreign text.
(D)	The verbal inconsistency as to the preaching location of the sermon does not
present a self-contradiction, so as to raise a doubt on whether the CGSJ was
the translation of a single Indic text, but only suggests that the translator
may have translated a term too literally. Yet, its linguistic feature of reading
so idiomatically like Chinese writing of the time implies that the text had
a good Chinese polisher, or that it may have been a Chinese rewriting of a
translation.
I sincerely thank the editor for his patience and correction of errors. My thanks also go to the anonymous reviewer for his/her constructive comments. But I must emphasize that any errors in the text
are entirely my responsibility.
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APPENDIX
The paralleled passages between the CGSJ (left hand paragraph) and the ZWPSCDJ (right
hand paragraph) are shown as follows. The words and phrases that are identical in the
two texts are bold.7374
遠身行，離口過，除意念。盡三穢，卻六患，遏五
蔽。十二因緣已捐。盡解結束。明六十二沈吟行。愈
眾瘡，悅眾惱。捨諸大，棄骨血。避親屬，絕諸習，
斷於愛。無諸可。無不可。剗貪垢，刈欲根。不惑
流，能制疾。不我計，無不我。立四信。住四止。就
四斷。插五根。習五力。曉七智。履八正。入八念。
八常勤。為已無。勤可行，離不可行。學上智，自尊
意，不貢高，而柔軟。能如法73。如一法，不兩計。
不三想，不為無益想，無有際想，不空想，不想想。
想無處，不住無處想。已知淨，而善學。心正住，
不邪還。等善惡，如明冥。於明冥，知俱空。不疑
法，不以有淨無。觀有無，本為一。已知一，而除
一，不於一，而起想。勤受教，善習行，因習行，入
無際。習勝意，不聽心，善防識，不亂轉。往來三，
而不著。察諸性，了無根，知無根，不可滿。以不
滿，而自整。縷觀法，為同無，常住無，絕無想。常
無常，以過上。不念人，不宥世，不著物，罷捨求。
法合離，了無見。身生歿，皆由化。上中下，知法
等。於是世，往後世。觀二因，如虛空。心無欲，而
常仁，行清白，善誘人。知人向，為反濁，於反濁，
而清澄。心遠愛，筋入火。以淨火，燒眾垢。已盡
垢，寂然淨。不念善，不念惡。不惟好，不惟醜。不
念苦，不念樂。於毀譽，無歡怒。心調淨，所在入。
開大藏，入大法。以道律，護滿法，苦習審，勤承
行。以盡道，為光曜。視一切，性識起，流結冥，意
思止。勤求止，以入道。剪三愛，除四失。增四城，
離五覆。絕六慢，修六敬，具六法證。行七慧，強八
力。拔九結，習九滅。十弘淨，為已能。十力慧，已
備足，十直法，不復學。慧法種，而常存。於三寶，
已能備。以法施，無極盡。於諸專，能備行。入無所
著，入空無懈。卻無吾念，無我想，無人計，無籌
算。寂如滅度。

(T. No. 630, pp. 453c–54a)74

二地菩薩達知本無。遠離身行，去口殃
禍 ，除意亂念。消滅三穢，抑制三災，閹
塞 五弊，推尋十二癡行之本。上下五結散
在 三界，以漸除卻，無令增多。思惟十一
苦 惱之瘡，捨諸四大耽著之病。分別諸物
惡 露之法，當避家業息諸習俗。斷其愛欲
瞋 恚貪垢，淨刈根本不使流馳。常念思惟
計 無我想，堅立四信，住四意止，成四意
斷 ，稱說五根，布現五力，無缺減志。曉
知 七覺，諸寶之藏，修行八正賢聖之道。
八 大人念初不廢捨。如是最勝，二地菩薩
執 心調意，不若干念，解知悉空而無真
實， 乃得上位受菩薩記。不動勞行，亦不
離行 。學於上智，雖有尊貴，意不貢高。
觀知 諸法，一法不二，不計三想，亦復不
興無 益之想，不有限際有無之想。了想無
處， 不住無處。惟正覺淨，諸佛亦淨。善
御於 心，正住不邪。等一善惡，審知俱
空，空 不疑礙。亦復不見，有爭無爭，有
觀無觀 。本無為一，亦不見一。知一除
一，不住 於一，復不從一，而起眾想。等
習勝意， 無習有際，不見有際，有勝有
負。不聽心 散，越內外法，善防御識，定
而不轉。雖 在三有，不著於三。深察諸
性，了知無根 。知無根者，所謂淨地二住
菩薩，自整其 心，觀諸法本，悉同無常。
常無所入，不 見出生，無善不善，好惡之
名，利衰毀譽 稱譏苦樂。調正心意，無有
憂慼。在所入 處，開示大藏，入大法海，
念求七慧，煎 熬三愛，善制四流，修六重
法，成果證行。

(T. No. 309, p. 968c–69a)

73. Korean and Taishō editions have ‘而濡軟。雨法雨’. The last three words appear very abruptly
and cannot connect with what is followed, so we use the Chinese editions.
74. Before this passage, there is only one identical sentence in both text, and that is 此何變化神
妙乃爾, ‘what is this transformation that is so marvelous?’ (T. 15, p. 452c; T. 10, p. 966c). The
former refers to the Buddha’s supernatural powers, the latter the power of a certain samādhi.
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As the paragraphs show, the CGSJ’s one lists the one hundred and thirty-five practices
which according the Buddha lead to the achievement of the Bright Light samādhi. The
ZWPSCDJ’s paragraph contains the practices of what the Bodhisattva of the second stage
should do and is able to do. At first glance, the former seems to be a condensed verse version of the latter, and without the latter many phrases of the former would seem to be too
terse to understand. But after the examination of their contexts and contents, it becomes
obvious that it is not as simple as that. The former has many items that the latter does
not. The latter is interrupted twice, while the former runs quite smoothly. Besides, the
shared items fit very well into their own contexts. And in light of the brevity of An Shigao’s
translations, the terseness of the CGSJ’s passage does not necessary mean it was abridged
from the ZWPSCDJ’s paragraph.75
諸天在虛空中而作音樂，歎曰：……今聞大法，心垢為
消。願令法輪常轉，使一切人75 疾逮妙慧，我等常遇天
尊，所生不離，疾得是成具光明定意。當廣宣法恩，還
照流冥，如今日大會，興立無數道本。善明白佛言：今
聞天尊是定意，淨心自思觀，我無黠慧，心了不知處，
於外於內俱亦如是。佛告善明，譬猶冥室執炬而入，則
莫知冥之所在。是定意法，其能履行道品成具，則不知
無黠十二牽連之所失也。善明，非但是而已，則不見十
方生死起滅之處也。至履跡無著因緣覺佛乃至如來皆無
見。有所想，見非見也；無所想，一切清淨想，止清淨
想，亦不止清淨想，是為空見無所見。
善明白天尊：云何不止清淨想是為空見？當是時，心在
何許 ？所見何等？佛言：善明，於是時心不在內不處
外，不於道 不於俗，不於有不於無，不於起不於滅，不
於動搖處也。是 心無根際無音響，本末了索。當如是
見，是見為見，為空為 滅，為都無所有。定意之法，以
此為見。明士當作是計念， 除念就淨。作是計念者，為
應成具光明定意之教法也。是法 無所有法故，強為其
名。明士聞是，莫怪莫疑……是定法本 無，非有住立
處，哀世現其名。

何敢興造無根無罪心垢為消。願令 法輪
常轉於世，使一切人疾得妙慧 ，光照幽
冥如日貫雲，立道善本。 自觀無我，生
無處所。於內外法俱 亦如是。亦復不見
生死所趣起滅之 處，乃至羅漢緣覺及佛
皆無見聞。 有想見者，為非見也。無所
想見一 切清淨。不止淨想乃為非想，是
為 空見為無所見。復次最勝，心不在 內
亦不處外，不於道法不住於俗， 亦不住
有亦不住無，不見起滅動搖 之處。心無
崖畔廣普無底，亦無音 響，本末悉盡。
如是最勝，當作是 觀，觀無所觀，當作
是見，見無所 見。習行菩薩為空為滅，
為無所有 。三住菩薩以諸法定，使意專
精， 計念成淨。作是計者，為應泥洹應
無所生。是法無法，無亦無無，強 為生
名，字為法性。曉了法性，無 來往緣，
習意斷法，哀世現名。

(T. No. 309, p. 969c)

(T. No. 630, p. 454b–c)

The main doctrine of both paragraphs is ‘emptiness’: the CGSJ’s paragraph describes
mainly how the knowledge of ‘emptiness’ is gained just after having heard the practices
of the Bright Light samādhi; the ZWPSCDJ’s text mainly discusses how the third-stage
Bodhisattva perceives things in the perspective of ‘emptiness’. Both paragraphs end in
exactly the same manner by concluding that Truth is ‘emptiness’ which it was forced to
give a name for the sake of ordinary beings.

75. The Korean edition, followed by the Taishō edition, does not have the graph 人, but all other
Chinese ancient editions have. See CGSJ’s edition in the Zhonghua dazang jing, vol. 20, p. 599c1–
2.
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若斯則時得十憺然法：一者憺然，不以所見為
動。二者於諸煩勞之事，憺然常足。三者於眾
想，憺然不想。四者流俗所樂，汲汲之事，憺然
而飽捨。五者於德不德，憺然不念求，不念否。
六者善法惡法，憺然不著。七者謙者賢者，憺然
不望榮。八者敬養捨棄，憺然無歡怒。九者一切
如法失法，憺然同其原。十者以入淨寂，若處不
淨，能以法化，憺然無著別，無厭捨之念。
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佛復告最勝：進學菩薩修治三地，常當專心無
令變異，不以所見為動眾心。於諸煩勞，恒知
遠離。於己止足無有僥倖。不於想著心不流
馳。不求榮冀尊豪高位。令一切人如法習法，
宣開上智使同其原。彼我為一然無差別。

(T. no. 309, p. 970c)

(T. no. 630, p. 455a–b)

Again, the items listed in the CGSJ’s paragraph are the spiritual achievements of the
Buddha’s interlocutor, and those in the ZWPSCDJ’ paragraph are a prescription of religious duties for the third-stage Bodhisattva. The latter has fewer items than the former,
and presents the items in a different wording.
於是五百賢士聞所受決，欣悅踊躍，則得五無轉
心：一者祠祀求福，心不轉為。二者一切五味可
否，皆是眾生之神命，終不轉為害生可口。三者
正立於無上獨尊之行，終不轉動捨就小道。四者
知是法尊無有與等者，勤心修行。雖有他法，雜
異之虛而己，法心觀別終不轉為。五者正使世有
佛無佛，法興法衰有終有絕，心在定意，不以無
此三寶故轉為邪業。是為五無轉心。

(T. no. 630, p. 455c)

佛復告最勝，生貴菩薩終不信邪顛倒之法。若
見眾生各有所奉，祠祀求福，心不動轉，以食
向口，見有生類，正立無上獨尊之行，終不動
轉捨就小道。知是深法無與等者，勤心進業亦
無他想。雖有他法雜異之儀，常以法性觀了別
知，雖共周旋意終不轉就於他道。正使遭世有
佛出世及般泥洹，遺法教授復遇滅盡，聖眾遊
化又值中斷，心常一定亦不變改。雖無三寶不
隨邪念，恒習深妙無量經文。

(T. no. 309, p. 972a)

The nature of this pair of parallels is the same as the previous one. The left column
is a description of the spiritual achievement of some members of the audience, the right
column is what the fourth-stage Bodhisattva should avoid doing. The items mentioned in
both paragraphs correspond neatly, although it is suspicious that the Three Jewels are not
mentioned before the phrase ‘此三寶 these three jewels’ is used.767778
有縣官……欲學是定……當……一者不殺。二
者活生。三者不妄取。四者而恩施人76。五者不
婬。六者遠色聲。七者不欺不調。八者而忠言善
諫。九者不醉。十者不以酒為惠施。十一者擁護
羸劣不令枉撗。十二者其所臨生，加以仁心，各
使得所。十三者寬弘大受包化不肖，示以正教。
十四者其來歸於己有所陳訴，必而正平，應於法
律77，令無枉78慍。

常當慈愍不念殺盜，育養一切欲令生活。亦不
妄取他人財寶，好喜恩施。不念邪淫，遠離於
色。初無欺詐謗讒於人，所說忠信，受人善諫
心不迷荒。見諸耆年恒念尊敬, 所遊之方加以仁
心，各使得所不令有恨，寬弘包容示以正教，
念以平等應於律法。一切之類亦無枉慍。

(T. No. 309, p. 976b)

(T. No. 630, p. 457a)

76. All other Chinese ancient editions do not have the graph 人, see Z. 20, p. 603b9–10.
77.	In Buddhist texts the term falü means the ‘Dharma and Vinaya’. See many cases in the Zhong
benqi jing, T. 4, pp. 158a–c; the Faju jing, T. 4, p. 575a; and so on. Here the falü means the law of
the government which fits in with the passage’s context very well because the instruction was
given to a certain class of officials. The lüfa in the passage of the ZWPCDJ reads oddly.
78. All other Chinese ancient editions has 枉, while Korean and Taishō editions has扌王.
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The left paragraph is a prescription of morals and ethics for a certain class of the laity
who wish to attain the samādhi. That on the right side provides in a strange way a list of
morals for the sixth-staged Bodhisattva, and it has two items fewer than the former. All
the items in the left paragraph are suggested for officials who in ancient China sometimes
served as judges apart from other duties, so, unlike in the right side paragraph, its items
such as ‘letting other to live’ (活生), ‘encountering execution’ (臨生) and ‘making verdict
according to the law’ (應於法律) should be understandable.
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